SAVE Summer Treatments and Trainings!
Questions and Answers
Are the July and August classes all in CO also?
Yes in Frisco, CO
2 hrs West of Denver
Baymont Inn & Suites
1202 Summit Blvd
970-668-5094
Are all of these
classes the Basic level?
These SAVE Summer Trainings are far from Basic...
Right from the start, we are going to start into
full-on clearings using SAVE Techniques
that only a few know and several none have yet seen.
If you have attended a SAVE or SAVEs before, you will be seeing
some of the already visited exercises but with different twists and
many new exercises yet unfurled. We will be taking many untraveled
paths that will propel your internal and external evolution beyond
where you are at now...way beyond! Yes, this is cutting edge material
that anyone attending will benefit from greatly.

What are the dates for the Basic and Intermediate Trainings?
The Dates
July 20-22 Fri-Sun Basic
July 26-28th Thurs-Sat B/I
Also
August 17th-19th Fri-Sun Basic
August 24th-26th Fri-Sun B/I

Costs
$597
$795 Both for $1200
$597
$795 Both for $1200

This is a 30 year compilation of many master level studies in acupuncture,
chiropractic, herbology, nutrition, and energetics delivered to you in the
most practical, skillful, and usable way.
C. 2018. Tim Toula."
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When are what Trainings?
July 20-22nd and August 17th-19th are the
SAVE Basic Treatment & Trainings. This is to
bring people up out of pain, fear, or stuck,
weakened states and make a regenerating
impact on their body. Skype/FaceTime
treatments are available and recommended if
you cannot make it here.
July 26-28th and August 24th-26th are the
SAVE Basic/Intermediate Trainings and
Treatments. These will open your eyes to what you just
experienced in the first 3 days of Basic and propel you forward
down the path of what is possible in your future health.
The trainings and the treatments are similar through both, but the
people change. As the people change, we are going to see new
experiences. All will benefit.
Food Provided?
Yes, we will be provided structured water, Standard Process
nutritionals, Chinese Herbs, and other structured snacks to make
sure you get quickly filled up in your nutritional bank accounts and
cleared of toxic residues that may be harbored in your body.
Foods Available?
There are a wide variety of foods available. Baymont Inn offers
traditional complementary breakfasts with rooms as well as a
restaurant and lounge. Within 5-10 min easy walking distance are
Whole Foods, Natural Food Grocers, Safeway, Pizzeria, 3
Mexican Restaurants, and Brewery.
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Lodging?
Comfortable rooms are available at the Baymont Inn. Group rates
are available $180/nite in July and $140/nite (plus tax) in August
for 2 queens or king size rooms. There is a small swimming pool
and whirlpool (soon to be structured:))) at the Baymont Inn, as
well as workout room and business center. Or, there are many
other hotels nearby. Camping is available at different
campgrounds - private / paid and US Forest Service paid and free
dispersed.
Shuttle Service from Denver?
There are number of paid shuttle services from
(DIA) Denver International Airport. A few commonly used ones
are:
Coloradomountainexpress.com
mountainshuttle.com
airportlimosco.com/about_us.php
Rental Car Services?
Hertz Rental is available within 5 minute walk as well as free
shuttle/bus service throughout this mountain county. Of
course, DIA has many car rentals.
Surrounding Area?
Summit County, Colorado has an incredible array of recreational
activities. You will be surrounded by mountains, 14,000' foot
peaks in all directions: Grays and Torres Peaks to the east and
Quandary Peak to the south. Hiking is within 10 minutes of the
hotel. Backpacking, fishing, swimming, sailing are all with a
stones throw of the Baymont Inn. Rockymountainguides.com
offers rockclimbing and mountaineering training and trips.
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What are you getting by coming to SAVE?
_Over 60 SAVE Exercises based on provable and
measurable Acupuncture/Chiropractic/Scientific wisdom to free
you and those around you of emotional, spiritual, and physical
distress and return to healthy, balanced, and empowered states.
_Incredible wisdom from seeing, hearing, and feeling the effects
of Structured Energetics on your body and others.
_An understanding of what is possible with energy and higher
human energetics!
_Your heart sound recording to show you the health of your heart
_An acupuncture energetic assessment
_Individual recommendations on Acu-points, Chinese herbs, and
nutrition to use after you leave.
_Detox methods such as Cupping, Ring Therapy, and KHT
_A Game plan for your health and tools for your life.
_To witness the truth of Your and other's natures.
_Read the many other reasons in the pdfs.
_and finally, another reason for SAVE:
"
to learn how to prevent accidents like this below and save
"
you countless dollars and hours of rehab!
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